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Dklozet - Funky men's underwear store in Dubai

Everyone is talking about dklozet!- The best kept secret of Dubai - men's designer underwear, swimwear
and sportswear store offering the hottest brands in men's fashion.

Oct. 26, 2008 - PRLog -- From eagles, monkeys and cats to the American flag, skulls and dangerous goods.
From fire fighters to simply white or black, from funky cut and styles to simple briefs and boxer shorts,
Dklozet has the lot!

Welcome to dklozet store in Oud Metha and Be Funky! - As its catch phrase dictates!    
Browsing through the simple, yet funky store you will be intrigued by designs from Andrew Christian,
C-IN2, N2N Bodywear, Ginch Gonch, Gregg Homme, 3G, GIGO, Rufskin, Butch and DT Clothes. 

You may feel that you have embarked on a worldwide adventure upon hearing that the designers and labels
from places as far as Australia, Canada, Colombia, Brazil, Indonesia and  the United States. And Lubomir,
the proud owner of Dklozet is not stopping there, with new arrivals of 2(x)ist,  Unico, XTG and other
brands planned to be in store for the Holiday season.

You will find great gift ideas at Dklozet for friends, family and colleagues alike from funky accessories to
Italian quality cufflinks, his and her Havaianas flip flops, as well as popular men's and women's fragrances.
Other funky products include cool messenger bags, amazing organic soy candles and funky gym shorts and
tanks for the fitness enthusiasts.

Dklozet owner Lubomir smiles when asked, "What is the customer's response to the stuff you can find
here". He explains that they have had immediate following and support from returning customers from the
first week of opening and this even without much publicity.

This little funky store has been described by its regular customers as having "Stunning stock, the BEST
range of underwear and swimwear in Dubai". It's a “Little Gem”, “an Amazing store” other regular
customers say.

Lubomir launched Dklozet over 10 months ago with a strong purpose to offer something different in men's
designer underwear fashion to an ever growing community of young, funky and fashion conscious crowd in
Dubai.

Today, Dklozet remains the coolest and funkiest place to find funky men’s designer underwear and
swimwear, gym wear, funky jeans, unique club wear, fragrances, accessories and flip flops. More recently
due to demand from customers Dklozet now supplies a selection of flip flops and fragrances for ladies.

Don’t live in Dubai, don’t worry, Dklozet offers online shopping through its website www.dklozet.com and
ships worldwide. Two easy payment options are available: normal post and through Courier post delivery,
depending on how patient the customers are to get hold of their funky new purchases which is guarantee to
excite the shopper.

Dklozet regular customers come from as far as Abu Dhabi and other Emirates and products  have been
shipped to all over Middle East and to as far as Lebanon, Australia and South Africa.

For more info or request a sample, please contact Lubomir Mayer at info@dklozet.com , or 04-3347723, or
check out the website at www.dklozet.com.
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GET IN…..AND BE FUNKY!!!

# # #

Dklozet is the coolest & funkiest place in Dubai or UAE to find funky men’s designer underwear,
swimwear, gym wear, funky jeans, fragrances, accessories and flip flops. 

We offer the hottest brands in the industry: C-IN2, Rufskin, Gregg Homme, 3G, Gigo, N2N Bodywear, DT
Clothes and soon arriving 2(x)ist and Unico.

Due to demand from customers Dklozet now supplies a selection of flip flops & fragrances for ladies and
women's funky underwear will follow soon.

--- End ---

Source dklozet
City/Town Dubai
State/Province Dubai
Country United Arab Emirates
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